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Let G be a geometry with three points on each line. The universal representa-
 .tion group R G of G is generated by a set of involutions, one for each point,
subject to the relations that for every line the product of the three generators
corresponding to the points on the line is the identity. Let J be the fourth4
 .sporadic simple group of Janko and let G J be the Petersen type geometry of J4 4
whose points and lines are subgroups of order 2 and 22 in J with normalizers4
containing Sylow 2-subgroups; the incidence relation is given by inclusion. We
  ..show that R G J is exactly J . Q 1997 Academic Press4 4
1. INTRODUCTION
Let G be an incidence geometry in which the elements of one type are
called points and the elements of some other type are called lines. Let P
and L denote, respectively, the point set and the line set of G and suppose
that every line is incident to exactly three points. The uni¨ ersal representa-
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 . w xtion group R G of G, as introduced in IS4 , has the following definition in
terms of generators and relations:
2  4R G s z , p g P ¬ z s 1, p g P ; z z z s 1, p , q , r g L . : . p p p q r
The universal representation group is closely related to a more standard
 .  .uni¨ ersal representation module V G , which is a GF 2 -vector space de-
fined as follows:
 4V G s ¨ , p g P ¬ ¨ q ¨ q ¨ s 0, p , q , r g L . : . p p q r
 .Expressing the term ``GF 2 -vector space'' by group relations and switching
to the multiplicative notation, we obtain
2 w xV G s ¨ , p g P ¬ ¨ s 1, ¨ , ¨ s 1, p , q g P ; . p p p q
 4¨ ¨ ¨ s 1, p , q , r g L .:p q r
 .  .  .XIt is clear then that V G s R G rR G . Suppose that the elements ¨ inp
 .V G are distinct for all p g P. Then the mapping defined on P j L by
 :  : the rule p ¬ ¨ , l ¬ ¨ , ¨ , ¨ is an injective morphism f of thep p q r
.point]line incidence system of G into the projective geometry of proper
 .subspaces of V G , called the uni¨ ersal natural representation of G. When
 .f is injective, it provides a nice realization of G, and V G usually turns
out to be a ``natural'' module for the automorphism group of G. All
classical parabolic geometries with three points on a line and many
sporadic ones possess nontrivial natural representations.
w x w x w xIn IS2 , IS3 , and IS4 the representation modules were shown to be
 .  .trivial for three sporadic 2-local parabolic geometries: G J , G F , and4 2
 .  .  .G F . Here G J and G F are the Petersen type geometries of the1 4 2
 .fourth Janko group J and of the Baby Monster group F ; G F is the4 2 1
tilde geometry of the Monster group F . This result has played an1
important role in the proof that neither of the three geometries appears as
a residue in a flag-transitive tilde or Petersen type geometry of a higher
 w x.rank cf. IS5 .
When a problem happens to have no solutions it is standard to intro-
duce ``generalized'' solutions. This might clear up the whole situation and
simplify the nonexistence proof for ``classical'' solutions. This is how the
w xnotion of a universal representation group was introduced in IS4 . The
mapping of the point]line incidence system of G into the set of subgroups
2  .  :  :of order 2 and 2 in R G defined by p ¬ z , l s p, q, r ¬p
 :z , z , z is called the uni¨ ersal nonabelian representation of G. The termp q r
``nonabelian'' only indicates that the target group need not be abelian.
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Let G be one of the groups J , 2 ? F , and F . Let G be the geometry4 2 1
 .associated with GrZ G . Then the points of G can be identified with a
conjugacy class of central involutions in G and three points form a line
whenever they generate a certain kind of elementary abelian subgroup of
2 order 2 in particular, the product of these three involutions is the
.identity element . This immediately implies that there is a homomorphism
 .  .of R G onto G, in particular R G is nontrivial. It follows directly from
 .  .the definition that V G is trivial if and only if R G equals its commuta-
 .X  .tor subgroup R G . Suppose we can identify a subgroup H in R G and
show that H X contains a generator z . Then the flag-transitivity of Gp
 .Ximmediately implies that R G contains all the generators and hence
 . w xmust be equal to R G . This strategy was implemented in IS4 when
  ..proving the triviality of V G F . Later on we become curious about the2
 . w x   ..precise structure of R G in all three cases. In IPS the groups R G F2
  ..and R G F were proved to be isomorphic to 2 ? F and to F , respec-1 2 1
tively.
The main result of the present paper is the following theorem.
  ..THEOREM 1. The uni¨ ersal nonabelian representation group R G J of4
the Petersen type geometry of J is isomorphic to J .4 4
w xIn proving this theorem we follow the strategy developed in IPS and
outlined in the next section.
2. THE GENERAL STRATEGY
w xFrom the very beginning the strategy realized in IPS for the cases of
 .  .  .G F and G F was expected to work for the geometry G J as well.2 1 4
w xHowever, when writing the first draft of IPS we realized that in the case
 .of G J an additional step had to be realized. The argument needed for4
this step was found very recently; it is given in the present paper.
In this section we discuss the general strategy and the specific features
 .  .  .of its realization for the G J , G F , and G F cases. We will especially4 2 1
 .emphasize the above-mentioned additional step needed for the G J case.4
  ..Let G be one of the groups J , 2 ? F , and F . Let G s G GrZ G be4 2 1
 .the Petersen type or tilde geometry on which GrZ G acts faithfully and
 .flag-transitively. Then it follows from the definition of G that GrZ G is a
  ..representation group of G that is, it is a factor group of R G . Using the
 .  .fact that G F is a subgeometry in G F it can be shown that 2 ? F is2 1 2
 .  w x.also a representation group of G F compare IPS . Thus in each of the2
 .three cases G acts flag-transitively maybe unfaithfully on G; the points
 4of G can be identified with a conjugacy class g ¬ p g P of involutions inp
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 4G and g g g s 1 whenever p, q, r is a line. This means that thep q r
 .mapping z ¬ g , p g P, defines a homomorphism c of R s R G ontop p
G. Our goal is to prove that c is an isomorphism.
w x  :We start with a simple observation. Let J : P. Let R J s z ¬ p g J ,p
w x  : w xG J s g ¬ p g J , and let U J be the group generated by involutionsp
 4u , p g J, subject to the relations u u u s 1 for all lines p, q, r fullyp p q r
w xcontained in J. If the mapping u ¬ g defines an isomorphism of U Jp p
w x w xonto G J then clearly the restriction of c to R J is an isomorphism
 w x.onto G J .
By proving that c is an isomorphism when restricted to certain specific
subgroups of R, we can show that c itself is an isomorphism. In fact, the
  .  .  ..geometry G which is G J , G F , or G F was proved to be simply4 2 1
 w x w x w x.  w x.connected in Ivn1 , Ivn2 , and Ivn3 . It is a standard fact cf. Pas that
 .a group acting flag-transitively faithfully or unfaithfully on a simply
connected geometry of rank at least 3 is the universal completion of the
amalgam of maximal parabolic subgroups corresponding to the action. Let
 4x , x , . . . , x be a maximal flag in G, where x is of type i and n is the1 2 n i
rank of G. The elements of type 1 are points and the elements of type 2
 .are lines. Let G s G x be the stabilizer of x in G, that is, the ithi i i
maximal parabolic subgroup associated with the action of G on G. Let
 .A G be the amalgam constituted by the G s. As we have mentioned, thei
simple connectedness of G implies that G is the universal completion of
 .A G . Suppose that for every 1 F i F n there is a subgroup R in R suchi
 .that the amalgam A R constituted by the R s maps isomorphically ontoi
 .  .A G under c we assume that R maps onto G . The universalityi i
property of G implies that under these circumstances c is an isomorphism
w xprovided R is generated by the R s. It is natural to define R s R J ,i i x i
 4where J is a certain subset in r g P ¬ g g G .x r ii
w xIn Section 7 of IPS the following reduction lemma was proved that
shows that under certain additional conditions c is an isomorphism if and
w xonly if its restriction to R J is an isomorphism.p
LEMMA 2.1. Let G be a simply connected geometry of rank n G 4, and let
 4x , x , . . . , x be a maximal flag in G, where x is a point and x is a line.1 2 n 1 2
Suppose that G possesses a representation group G that acts flag-transiti¨ ely
 .possibly unfaithfully on G. Let R be the uni¨ ersal representation group of G
and let c be the canonical homomorphism of R onto G. Assume in addition
that
 .  . i the residue of x in G is a projecti¨ e geometry o¨er GF 2 inn
.  .which x is a point and x is a line and that G x induces the full1 2 n
 .automorphism group of this residue, that is, L 2 .n
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Suppose that for e¨ery point p of G there is a subset J such thatp
 . w x  . w x  .  .ii G J s G p and G J l J s G p l G q whene¨er q isp p q
a point collinear to p;
 . w x w xiii the restriction of c to R J is an isomorphism onto G J .p p
Then R ( G.
 .Condition i holds in each of the three cases under consideration. Our
w x  .strategy is to prove that R J is isomorphic to G p and to check the restp
 .of condition ii after that.
 .In all three cases G p is the centralizer in G of the involution gp
representing p. Let pH denote the set of points colinear to p. Clearly
w x H w Hx   ..g , g s 1 for q g p . Moreover, in our cases G p s O G p andp q 2
w HxX  : w HxG p s g . First we establish the isomorphism between R p andp
w HxG p .
The geometries we consider have planes. A plane is incident to seven
 .points and seven lines forming a projective plane over GF 2 . A plane will
be identified with the set of points to which it is incident. Let p be a plane
containing p. Then there are exactly three lines l , l , and l containing p1 2 3
H w x  : 2and contained in p . Clearly p : p , R p r z has order 2 , andp
w x  : w x  :R l r z , 1 F i F 3, are all the subgroups of order 2 in R p r z . Thisi p p
gives
w Hx  :  .LEMMA 2.2. R p r z is a representation group of the residue res pp G
of p in G whose points and lines are the lines and planes of G incident to p.
 .  . w Hx  :If G is G F or G F , then G p r g is the universal representa-2 1 p
 .tion module of the residue res p isomorphic, respectively, to the Pe-G
 .  .tersen geometry G Co or the tilde geometry G Co . It was shown in2 1
w xIPS , Section 5, that the universal representation groups of these two
residual geometries are abelian. This and Lemma 2.2 imply the isomor-
w Hx w Hx  .phism between R p and G p . In the G J case the situation is more4
complicated and an additional step mentioned in the Introduction has to
be done. Let us discuss this step and its realization in detail.
 .  .  .If G s G J then res p is the P-geometry G 3M . The kernel of4 G 22
 .  .   ..the action of G p on res p is O G p and the induced actionG 2
 .  .   ..A p [ G p rO G p is the full automorphism group 3 ? Aut M of2 22
  ..the residue. Let D s O A p . Then the set of orbits of D on the3
 .elements of G 3M carries a structure of the quotient P-geometry22
 . w Hx   .. 1q12G M . Furthermore, G p s O G p is an extraspecial group 222 2 q
 : w Hx  :with commutator subgroup g ; the representation group G p r g isp p
abelian and D acts on it fixed-point freely. Let W be the universal
 .representation module of G 3M . Then W s W [ W , where W s22 1 2 1
 . w xC D , dim W s 11, and W s W, D , dim W s 12. Moreover, W is theW 1 2 2 1
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 .universal representation module for G M , and the representation of22
 . dG 3M in W is characterized by the condition that  ¨ s 0 for22 2 d g D p
w Hx  :every point p. Thus G p r g and W are isomorphic as representationp 2
modules.
 .We do not know what the universal representation group of G 3M is22
isomorphic to, or even whether or not it is finite. But as far as the
w Hx  :structure of R p r z is concerned, we have an additional conditionp
 .coming from a certain subgeometry of G J . The group G s J contains4 4
11  4an elementary abelian subgroup Q of order 2 . Let S s r g P ¬ g g Q .r
Then S together with lines and planes contained in S form a subgeometry
 .S in G of rank 3 isomorphic to the tilde geometry G M of the Mathieu24
group M . By construction, Q is a representation module of S . It was24
w xproved in IPS , Lemma 3.2, that Q is in fact the universal representation
w x w x 11group of S . This implies R S ( G S s Q ( 2 . Let us assume that p is
 w x.contained in S. Then the structure of Q cf. Proposition 3.1 in IS3 shows
w H x  :  .that R p lS r z is six-dimensional. On the other hand res p is ap S
 .  .  .G 3S -subgeometry in res p ( G 3M . This subgeometry is stabilized6 G 22
  ..   .. w H x  :by O G p . Moreover, O G p centralizes R p lS r z and2, 3 2 p
  .   ...D s O G p rO G p acts on this module fixed-point freely. Thus3 2
w Hx  :  .R p r z is a representation group of G 3M with the property thatp 22
 .the images of points in a G 3S -subgeometry pairwise commute and6
generate an elementary abelian subgroup of order 26 acted on fixed-points
 .freely by D. Let T be the largest representation group of G 3M22
possessing this property. One can see that T can be explicitly defined in
terms of generators and relations. The condition imposed and the struc-
 . Xture of the universal representation module of G 3M imply that TrT22
X w( W . To estimate the order of T we apply the following result IPS,2
xLemma 2.2 .
LEMMA 2.3. Let H be a geometry with three points on each line. Let H be
a representation group of H and let p ¬ h , p g P, be the correspondingp
mapping. Suppose that for e¨ery point p g P there is a partition of P into two
disjoint subsets A and B such that the following three conditions hold:p p
 . w xi if q g A then h , h s 1;p p q
 .ii let S be the graph on B in which x, y g B are adjacent if andp p p
 4only if there is z g A such that x, y, z is a line; then S is connected forp p
e¨ery p g P;
 .iii if q g B then p g B , and the graph on P in which e¨ery p g P isp q
adjacent to all points from B is connected.p
Then the order of H X is at most 2.
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We will check in Sect. 4 that the conditions in Lemma 2.3 are satisfied
< X <for T and hence T F 2. On the other hand in the same section we show
  ..  1q12 .that O G p which is isomorphic to the extraspecial group 2 is a2 q
  .. w Hx 1q12quotient of T. Hence T ( O G p ( G p ( 2 . Notice that in all2 q
w xcases when Lemma 2.3 was applied in IPS , the group H eventually was
shown to be abelian. Application of this lemma to T shows that the bound
on the order of H X cannot be improved in general.
 . w Hx  : w Hx  :Thus we have to consider two cases: 1 R p r z ( G p r g (p p
12  . w Hx  : w Hx 1q12W ( 2 and 2 R p r z ( T ( G p ( 2 . These possibilities2 p q
w Hx w Hx w Hx w Hxcorrespond to R s p ( G p and R p ( G p = Z , respec-2
 . w Hxtively. So in case 2 the order of R p is twice as large as the order of
w HxG p and an additional step is needed in order to eliminate this case.
This is done in Sect. 5 using certain specific properties of the geometry
 . w Hx w HxG J . Eventually we end up with the isomorphism R p ( G p in the4
 .G J -case as well.4
Let us return to the discussion of the general strategy and its realization
 .  .  . w Hx w Hxfor G J , G F , and G F . When the isomorphism R p ( G p is4 2 1
 : w Hxestablished, we know that z is the commutator subgroup of R p .p
Since R is generated by the z s for p g P, this means that RX s R and thep
universal representation module is trivial. In addition we have the follow-
ing nice property.
 .LEMMA 2.4. Let q, p, r be a 2-path in the collinearity graph of G. Then
w x  :z , z F z , in particular z and z commute whene¨er there are moreq r p q r
than one 2-paths joining q and r.
  .4We define J to be the set of points from r g P ¬ g g G p which arep r
at distance at most 2 from p in the collinearity graph of G. Our intention
w x w x  .is to show that both R J and G J are isomorphic to G p . First wep p
w Hx w xshow that R p is normal in R J . For this purpose we show that zp r
w Hx Hnormalizes R p whenever r g J . We certainly can assume that r f p ,p
i.e., that r is at distance 2 from p in the collinearity graph of G. Let q be
 .a point collinear to p such that there is a 2-path r, t, q with t collinear to
zr  : w Hxp. Then by Lemma 2.4 we have z F z , z F R p . So to prove theq q t
w Hx w Hxnormalization of R p by z , it is sufficient to show that R p isr
generated by the elements z , where q is either collinear to r or isq
 .connected with r by a 2-path q, t, r with t collinear to p. This argument
w Hxwill be used in Sect. 6 to prove the normalization of R p by z for somer
r g J .p
w Hx w xAs soon as R p is proved to be normal in R J , we can factor it out.p
Ãw x wIf X is R or G and D is a subset of J , we put X D s X D jp
H H Ã Ã Ãx w x w x w xp rX p . Then c induces a homomorphism c of R J onto G Jp p p
and out next goal is to prove that actually it is an isomorphism. Let q be a
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H Ãw x w xpoint collinear to p. Considering the image of R q lJ in R J , wep p
are able to show that for r, t g J the elements z and z have the samep r t
Ã Ãw x w ximage in R J if and only if g and g have the same image in G J .p r t p
H Ã 4 w xThis enables us to identify the image of z ¬ r g J _ p in R J withr p p
H Ã Ã 4 w xthe image of g ¬ r g J _ p in G J and denote this image by J . Ifr p p p
Ã Ãw xD : J then D will have the obvious meaning. Since both R J andp p
Ã Ã Ãw xG J are generated by J , c is an isomorphism if the relations in termsp p p
of the generators which hold in both groups form a presentation for
Ãw xG J . We formulate the relations by means of three-term equalities.p
ÃNamely, we indicate a family Q of three-element subsets of J such thatp
Ã Ã 4 w x w xfor a, b, c g Q the equality abc s 1 holds both in R J and in G J .p p
ÃThe family Q contains the images in J of the lines which are containedp
H Ãin J _ p and some further triples. In these terms c is an isomorphismp p
Ãw xif G J is the universal representation group of the geometry H whosep p
Ãpoint set is J and the line set is Q. Thus we have reduced the originalp
problem to a similar one but for a smaller geometry.
Ã Ã . w xIn the G J case we have G J ( 3 ? Aut M and the set J is4 p 22 p
Ã i Ã onaturally partitioned into two subsets J and J which are containedp p
2 Ã w x.inside and outside O G J , respectively. It turns out that the cardinalityp
Ã iof J is 1155 and that its elements are naturally indexed by the involu-p
tions of 3 ? M . Moreover, for every Klein 4-subgroup of 3 ? M , the triple22 22
corresponding to its nontrivial elements is contained in Q.
This enables us to apply the following result established by D. V.
Pasechnik via a coset enumeration with the use of the CAYLEY package
 w x.cf. IPS, Proposition 4.4 .
LEMMA 2.5. Let H be a geometry whose points are the in¨olutions of
3 ? M and whose lines are the Klein 4-subgroups of 3 ? M , and the22 22
incidence relation is gi¨ en by inclusion. Then 3 ? M is the uni¨ ersal represen-22
tation group of H.
w xAfter that we complete identification of R J by showing that itp
w i xcontains R J with index 2.p
 .Notice that in the case of G F the geometry H is an involution2
 w xgeometry of the Conway group Co in IPS we call it the derived2
 .. w xgeometry of G Co . In IPS , Co is proved to be its universal represen-2 2
tation group. The proof is based on an analogue of Lemma 2.1 and uses
 .Lemma 2.5 in a crucial way. In the G F case H is an involution1 p
w xgeometry of the Conway group Co . In IPS we proved the isomorphism1
  ..  .R G F ( F using the fact that G F is a subgeometry in the Monster1 1 2
  ..geometry and the isomorphism R G F ( 2 ? F proved earlier.2 2
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3. GETTING STARTED
For the remainder of the paper G will stand for the fourth sporadic
simple group of Janko, usually denoted by J . Almost all the information4
w xon this group we will need here can be found in Jan .
 .The Petersen type geometry G s G J associated with G can be4
 w x.defined as follows cf. IS1 . Up to conjugation G contains a unique
subgroup E which is elementary abelian of order 24, contains only central
 .  .  .involutions, and is such that N E rC E ( L 2 . Let 1 / E - E -G G 4 1 2
E - E s E be a maximal flag in E. For 1 F i F 4 the elements of type i3 4
in G are the G-conjugates of E with two such elements incident if andi
only if one of them contains the other one. The geometry G has the
following diagram:
P1 42 3
o o o o .
2 22 1
The numbers above nodes indicate the types of the corresponding ele-
ments. It is by definition, and reflected in the diagram, that the residue of
 .an element of type 4 is the projective geometry over GF 2 of rank 3. The
 4residue of a flag of type 1, 2 is the geometry of edges and vertices of the
Petersen graph with the natural incidence relation. That is why we say that
 .G J is a Peterson type geometry. Clearly G acts on G flag-transitively.4
The points and lines of G are the elements of type 1 and 2, respectively.
There are three points on each line and by construction G is a representa-
tion group of G. We will use the notation introduced in Sect. 2, in
particular we will distinguish a point p g P from the element g g Gp
representing this point.
 :  .  .  .  .   ..Let p s g . Then G p s K p ? A p , where K p s O G p (p 2
1q12  .  .  .2 is the kernel of the action of G p on res p and A p isq G
 .isomorphic to the action which G p induces on the residue. The point
 .residue is isomorphic to the Petersen type geometry G M of rank three,22
 .  4and A p ( 3 ? Aut M is its full automorphism group. Let q g P _ p .22
 . HThen q is collinear to p if and only if g g K p . Let p be the set ofq
 . H  4points collinear to p. The subgroup K p acts on p _ p with orbits of
 4  4  .length 2. If q, r is such an orbit then p, q, r is a line incident to p .
 . H  4Thus the orbits of K p on p _ p correspond to the points of the
 .  .  .residue res p ( G 3M and A p ( 3 ? Aut M acts on this residueG 22 22
flag-transitively.
w Hx  :  .By Lemma 2.2, R p r z is a representation group of res p andp G
we are going to discuss this residual geometry and its representation
 .groups in more detail. Let G be the collinearity graph of G 3M and let22
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 .FIG. 1. Distribution diagram of the collinearity graph of G 3M .22
x be a vertex of G. The orbit distribution diagram of G with respect to x is
given in Fig. 1.
 .The geometry G 3M is a three-fold cover of another Petersen type22
 .geometry of rank three, G M . The elements of the latter geometry can22
  ..be identified with the orbits of D s O A p on the element set of3
 .  .  .G 3M . Let j : G 3M ª G M be the covering and let G denote the22 22 22
 . collinearity graph of G M . Then j induces a morphism also denoted22
.  .by j of G onto G. The distribution diagram of G with respect to x s j x
is given in Fig. 2.
 .The geometry G M can be described in terms of the unique Steiner22
 .  .system of type 3, 6, 22 . Let P, B be such a system, which means that P
is a set of size 22, B is a collection of six-element subsets of P called
.hexads with the property that every triple of elements is in a unique
 .hexad. Then the points of G M are the two-element subsets of elements22
 .called duads and a triple of points forms a line if their union is a hexad.
 .FIG. 2. Distribution diagram of the collinearity graph of G M .22
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1 4  .Consider the vertices of G as duads and let y g G_ x . Then y g G x1
1 .if x and y are disjoint and contained in a common hexad; y g G x if2
2< <  .y l x s 1; y g G x if x and y are disjoint and not contained in a2
common hexad.
Let B be a hexad containing x. Then the 15 duads contained in B and
 .15 partitions of B form a subgeometry H B isomorphic to the generalized
 .  .quadrangle G S of order 2, 2 . Besides x the subgeometry contains six6
1 1 .  .  .points from G x and eight points from G x . Let H B be the full1 2
 .  .preimage of H B with respect to the covering j . Then H B is a
 .connected subgeometry of G 3M isomorphic to the rank-2 tilde geome-22
 .try G 3S . It is easy to see from Figs. 1 and 2 that two distinct points x6
 .  .and y of G 3M are contained in a common G 3S -subgeometry if and22 6
1 .only if y g G x for i s 1, 2, 3, or 4. In what follows when talking abouti
 .  .  .G 3S -subgeometries in G 3M we will always mean the images of H B6 22
under 3 ? Aut M .22
Let P be the Petersen graph. Recall that the vertices of P are the
two-element subsets of a fixed set of size 5, and two vertices are adjacent if
 .the subsets are disjoint. Let H P be a geometry whose points are the
edges of P and whose lines are the vertices of P. This means that a triple
of edges forms a line if they are incident to a common vertex. A triple of
edges of P will be called an antipodal triple if any two edges from the
triple are at distance 3 in the line graph of P. The automorphism group S5
of P can be considered as a subgroup in the automorphism group of
 .G S . In view of the self-duality of the latter geometry this gives the6
following.
LEMMA 3.1. The geometry of rank 2 whose points are the edges of P and
 .whose lines are the lines of H P and the antipodal triples of edges is
 .isomorphic to the generalized quadrangle G S .6
 .The residue of x in G 3M is isomorphic to the Petersen graph22
 .geometry H P . This means that the lines incident to x are naturally
 .indexed by the edges of P. The intersection in Aut G 3M of the22
 .stabilizer of x with the stabilizer of H B induces S on the set of 15 lines4
 .incident to x in G 3M . Since S has two orbits on the edge set of P22 4
with lengths 3 and 12, this gives the following.
 .LEMMA 3.2. The triple of lines of G 3M incident to x and contained in22
 .H B is an antipodal triple.
 .The universal representation modules of the geometries G 3S and6
 . w xG 3M were calculated in IS1 .22
 .  .LEMMA 3.3. Let X s G 3S , X s Aut X ( 3 ? S , and D s O X . Let6 6 3
U be the uni¨ ersal representation module of X . Then U s U [ U , where1 2
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 . w xU s C D , dim U s 5, U s U, D , and dim U s 6. Moreo¨er, U is the1 U 1 2 2 1
 .uni¨ ersal representation module of the quotient geometry G S and it is the6
 .natural orthogonal module for XrD ( S ( O 2 .6 5
 w x.It is easy to see compare IS4 that U is also the universal representa-1
 .tion group of G S . On the other hand, the universal representation6
 .group of G 3S is known to be infinite.6
 .LEMMA 3.4. Let Y s G 3M , Y s Aut Y ( 3 ? Aut M , and D s22 22
 .O Y . Let W be the uni¨ ersal representation module of Y . Then W s W [3 1
 . w xW , where W s C D , dim W s 11, W s W, D , and dim W s 12.2 1 W 1 2 2
 .Moreo¨er, the images in W of the points from a subgeometry X ( G 3S6
generate the uni¨ ersal representation module U of X and U s U l W fori i
i s 1 and 2.
 .  :  .Notice that W and K p r g are isomorphic as modules for A p (2 p
Y ( 3 ? Aut M . As mentioned in Sect. 2, we do not know whether or not22
 .the universal representation group of G 3M is finite, but it is definitely22
nonabelian as we will see in the next section.
We need some properties of the representation of Y in the direct
summand W of its universal representation module. Let x ¬ w be the2 x
mapping of the vertex set of G into W defining this representation. As2
w x  : Husual for a subset D of G we put W D s w ¬ x g D and denote by x2 x
H  4 1 .the set of points collinear to x in Y , that is, x s x j G x . The1
w xfollowing fact was proved in IS3 , Lemma 5.4.
LEMMA 3.5. In the abo¨e notation we ha¨e the following:
 . w Hx  :i W x r w is a fi¨ e-dimensional representation module of2 x
 .  . w Hx w H 1 .xres x ( H P ; moreo¨er, W x s W x jG x ;Y 2 2 4
 . w H 1 . 1 .x w Hxii W x jG x j G x rW x is four-dimensional.2 2 3 2
The group G ( J contains an elementary abelian subgroup Q of order4
11  .  .2 and N Q ( Q : M where M is the Mathieu group of degree 24 .G 24 24
M acting on Qa has two orbits with lengths 1771 and 276, consisting of24
central and noncentral involutions, respectively. So the former of the
orbits determines a 1771-element subset S of the point set of G. The set
S together with lines and planes of G contained in Q, form a subgeometry
 .S isomorphic to the tilde geometry G M of rank three. We assume that24
 .  .  .p is contained in S. Then res p is a G 3S -subgeometry in res p (S 6 G
 .G 3M .22
The distribution diagrams of the collinearity graphs of the geometries
 .  .G M and G 3S are given in Figs. 3 and 4, respectively. Considering24 6
 .  .  . 1 .G 3S as a subgeometry of G 3M , we have V x : G x for 1 F i F 4.6 22 i i
 .Let S be the stabilizer of S in G and let S p be the stabilizer of p in S.
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 .FIG. 3. Distribution diagram of the collinearity graph of G M .24
 . 11 6  .Then S p ( 2 .2 .3 ? S induces the full automorphism group of res p6 S
  ..  .with O S p being the kernel. Let q and r be distinct points from S p .2 1
 4  4Let l and m be the lines containing the pairs p, q and p, r , respectively.
  ..If l / m then the pointwise stabilizers in O S p of l and m are2
different. In view of this fact, comparing Figs. 3 and 4 we have the
following.
LEMMA 3.6. Let p, q, r, l, and m be as abo¨e. Then
 .  .  4  .  .i r g S q if m g l j V l j V l ;1 1 4
 . 1 .  .ii r g S q if m g V l ;2 2
 . 2 .  .iii r g S q if m g V l .2 3
w xLet S be the universal representation group of S . Then both Q s G S
w x w xand R S are factor groups of S. By Lemma 3.2 in IPS , S is abelian and
w x 11 w x w xby Lemma 4.1 in IS3 it is of order 2 . Hence S ( R S ( G S s Q and
w xa property of Q given in Lemma 4.2 in IS3 holds in S as well. We
summarize this in the following lemma.
 .LEMMA 3.7. Let S be the uni¨ ersal representation group of S ( G M ,24
and let q ¬ s , q g S, be the corresponding mapping. Then S is elementaryq
11  H :  :abelian of order 2 . Moreo¨er, s ¬ q g p r s is isomorphic to theq p
 .FIG. 4. Distribution diagram of the collinearity graph of G 3S .6
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six-dimensional direct summand U of the uni¨ ersal representation module of2
 .  .the residue res p ( G 3S .S 6
Thus the homomorphism c : R ª G is an isomorphism when restricted
w xto R S . Now Lemmas 2.2 and 3.7 give us the main result of the section.
 .LEMMA 3.8. Let T be the largest representation group of G 3M with the22
 .property that for e¨ery G 3S -subgeometry, the images of its points generate6
the six-dimensional direct summand U of the uni¨ ersal representation module2
w Hx  :of the subgeometry. Then R p r z is a quotient of T.p
 .Let x ¬ t be the mapping which defines the representation of G 3Mx 22
  ..in T , and let D s O Aut G 3M . Then the conditions on T can be3 22
w xexpressed by the following relations: t , t s 1 whenever y and x are in ax y
 . dcommon G 3S -subgeometry; P t s 1 for every point y and the6 d g D y
term ``largest'' means that no further relations are imposed.
4. IDENTIFYING T
 .Let T be the representation group of Y s G 3M as defined in22
Lemma 3.8. In this section we show that T is isomorphic to the extraspe-
cial group 21q12. The definition of T and Lemma 3.4 immediately implyq
the following.
LEMMA 4.1. TrT X is isomorphic to the 12-dimensional direct summand
 .W of the uni¨ ersal representation module of G 3M .2 22
Let x ¬ w be the mapping which realizes the representation of Y inx
W and let m: T ª W ( TrT X be the homomorphism of the representa-2 2
 .tion groups. Let X be a G 3S -subgeometry in Y which will be identified6
with the set of its points. We assume that x g X . By the definition of T
w xand Lemma 3.4 the restriction of m to T X is an isomorphism onto
w x HW X . Let x denote the set of points collinear to x in Y .2
w Hx 6LEMMA 4.2. T x is elementary abelian of order 2 and under m it maps
w Hxisomorphically onto W x .2
 .  .Proof. The residue res x is the geometry H P of the Petersen graphY
w Hx  : w Hx  :P. Both T x r t and W x r w are representation groups ofx 2 x
 .  .H P by Lemma 2.2. The stabilizer of x in Aut Y induces on res x itsG
full automorphism group S . Let Z be the universal representation mod-5
 . w xule of H P . By IS1 , Z is six-dimensional and as a module for S5
possesses a unique five-dimensional factor module, say Z . This factor1
 .module is the universal representation module of the G S -geometry6
 .associated with H P via Lemma 3.1. This means that Z is characterized1
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by the condition that the images of edges of P from an antipodal triple
 . w Hx  :sum up to zero. By Lemma 3.5 i , W x r w is five-dimensional and2 x
hence must be isomorphic to Z . By Lemma 3.2 this means that the images1
 .in W of the points of X ( G 3S collinear to x generate an elementary2 6
3 w xsubgroup of order 2 . The restriction of m to T X is an isomorphism.
Hence the images in T of the points collinear to x in X also generate a
subgroup of order 23. Applying Lemma 3.2 again we conclude that the
w Hx  :images in T x r t of edges of P form an antipodal triple product upx
w Hx  :  .to the identity. Thus T x r t is a representation group of the G S -x 6
 .  .geometry associated with H P . Since the representation group of G S is6
w x w Hx  : w Hx  :abelian by IS4 , we obtain the isomorphism T x r t ( W x r w ,x 2 x
H Hw x w xwhich obviously implies the isomorphism between T x and W x .2
LEMMA 4.3. The commutator subgroup T X of T has order at most 2.
2 .  .Proof. We are going to apply Lemma 2.3 for B s G x cf. Fig. 1 . Ifx 3
1 .  .y g G x for 1 F i F 4 then x and y are in a common G 3S -subgeome-i 6
w x 2 .try and t , t s 1 by the definition of T. If y g G x then there is ax y 2
1 . w xpoint z g G x , collinear to both x and y, and t , t s 1 by Lemma 4.21 x y
 . 2 .So condition i in Lemma 2.3 holds. The orbital determined by G x is3
 .obviously symmetrical and connected, so condition iii also holds. To
 .  .prove condition ii let us first turn to the geometry G M and its22
2 .collinearity graph G. Let Q denote the graph on G x in which a and b2
1 .  4are adjacent if there is c g G x such that a, b, c is a line. Let B be a2
 .hexad which intersects the duad x in exactly one element. Let H B be the
 .  .G S -subgeometry in G M consisting of the duads contained in B. It is6 22
 .easy to see that the subgraph of Q induced by the intersection H B l
X2 .G x is isomorphic to the Petersen graph. If B is another hexad inter-2
secting x in a single element, then the Petersen subgraphs in Q corre-
X Xsponding to B and B are disjoint if B l x s B l x and have at most one
vertex in common otherwise. Moreover, there are 16 hexads intersecting x
in one given element. Since the stabilizer of x in the automorphism group
2 .  .of G M acts transitively on G x , the above implies the connectivity of22 2
2 1 .  .Q. Let Q be the graph on G x defined via the lines intersecting G x .2 2
Then Q maps onto Q. Since the Petersen graph does not possess a
connected vertex transitive three-fold cover, Q and Q are isomorphic, in
 4 1 .particular Q is connected. Let x , x s G x . Comparing Figs. 1 and 2,1 2 4
2 . 2 . 2 .one can observe that G x s G x j G x . In view of the obvious3 2 1 2 2
2 .symmetry between x, x , and x the above implies that the graph on G x1 2 3
1 .defined via the lines intersecting G x has two connected components:2
2 . 2 .  4 2 .G x and G x . Let a, b be an edge of G such that a g G x ,2 1 2 2 2
2 .  .b g G x compare Fig. 1 and let c be the third point on the line2 1
2 .containing this edge. If c g G x then the connectivity needed for2 2
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 . 2 .condition ii follows. If c f G x then t s t t commutes with t and3 b x c x
2 .hence T is abelian. If c g G x , then because of the symmetry between2 1
 4 2 .x, x , and x , there are must be a line a, b, c such that b g G x ,1 2 3
2 .a, c g G x , and again t commutes with t . So the result follows.2 b x
LEMMA 4.4. T is isomorphic to the extraspecial group 21q12.q
 .  .  .Proof. Let G p s K p ? A p be the stabilizer in G ( J of a point4
 .  .   ..  .  .  :p g G J , where K p s O G p , and let K p s K p r g . Then4 2 p
1q12 .  .  .K p ( 2 , A p ( Aut Y ( 3 ? Aut M , and K p is isomorphic toq 22
the representation module W of Y . Let x ¬ k be the mapping which2 x
 .defines the representation of Y in K p and let F denote the set of all
 .preimages in K p of the elements k .x
 .Let X be a G 3S -subgeometry in Y , let U be the image of X under6 2
Ä .the representation of Y in K p , and let U be the preimage of U in2 2
 .K p . The stabilizer of X in Aut Y does not preserve on U a nontrivial2
Äquadratic form and hence U is elementary abelian.2
  ..Let D be a Sylow 3-subgroup of O G p . Then D is of order 3 and2, 3
 .  .  :acts fixed-point freely on K p . Let N s N D and let N s Nr g .G p. p
 .We have N ( A p by the Frattini argument. We claim that N has two
orbits on F. Let x be a point of Y , J the orbit of x under D, and I the
 .subgroup of K p generated by the preimages of the elements k for ally
 .y g J. Since J is contained in a common G 3S -subgeometry, the preced-6
ing paragraph implies that I is elementary abelian of order 23. The set
I l F has size 6, and D acting on this set has two orbits, say I and I , of1 2
length 3 each. We choose the notation so that the product of the elements
from I equals the identity if a s 1 and equals g if a s 2. It is obviousa p
that I and I are in different orbits of N on F and the claim follows. For1 2
a s 1 and 2 let F denote the orbit of N on F which contains I . For aa a
a  .point x g Y let f denote the preimage of k in K p contained in F .x x a
Then we have two bijective mappings l : x ¬ f a, a s 1 and 2 of thea x
 .point set of Y into the set of involutions of K p , and we are going to
show that one of these mappings defines a representation of Y . Let
 4l s x, y, z be a line of Y . Since x ¬ k defines a representation of Y ,x
a a a  :we have f f f g g for a s 1 and 2. Now it is easy to see that thex y z p
b b b  4equality f f f s 1 holds for exactly one a g 1, 2 . Since the automor-x y z
phism group of Y is line transitive, a is independent of the choice of l.
 .Thus we obtain a representation of Y in K p . Let Z be the representa-
tion group of X arising by restriction to X of that representation. Then Z
Ä  .maps onto U , it is contained in U which is elementary abelian , and2 2
every automorphism if X can be realized by a linear transformation of Z.
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This and Lemma 3.4 imply that Z must be isomorphic to U . We can now2
see that within the choice of our notation l is a representation of Y . The1
 .images of this representation obviously generate the whole K p .
 .Thus K p is a factor group of T and the result follows from Lemmas
4.1 and 4.3.
5. ELIMINATING THE FACTOR OF 2
By Lemmas 3.8 and 4.4 we have to consider the following two cases:
 . w Hx  : w Hx  : 12 w Hx1 R p r r ( G p r g ( W ( 2 and R p (p p 2
w Hx 1q12G p ( 2 .q
 . w Hx  : w Hx 1q122 R p r r ( T ( G p ( 2 .p q
 .We show in this section that, in case 2 , R contains a normal subgroup
 .L of order 2 and RrL is a representation group of G J which corre-4
 .sponds to case 1 . In subsequent sections we will show that J is the only4
 .representation group which corresponds to case 1 . Since the Schur
multiplier of J is trivial we obtain J = Z as the only possibility for case4 4 2
 .  . 42 . Suppose that J = Z s j, z ¬ j g J , z g Z is the universal repre-4 2 4 2
 .  .sentation group of G J , and let p ¬ j , z be the corresponding4 p p
 .mapping. Since G J is flag-transitive z is either trivial or nontrivial4 p
independently of the choice of the point p. If it is nontrivial the line
relation cannot be satisfied. If it is trivial, the images do not generate the
whole group. Hence J = Z is not a representation group.4 2
For the remainder of the section let us assume that the universal
 .representation group R corresponds to case 2 . We start with the fol-
lowing.
w Hx w Hx  :  : 1q12LEMMA 5.1. We ha¨e R p ( R p r z = z ( 2 = Z . Inp p q 2
w Hxparticular, the commutator subgroup of R p has order 2.
H  4Proof. Let D s p _ p . The mapping d : q ¬ g establishes a bijec-q
tion between D and the set F defined in the proof of Lemma 4.4. Let
y1 .  .D s d F . Using the fact that for the point set S of G M -subgeom-1 1 24
w x w xetry in G the subgroup R S maps isomorphically onto G S , it is easy to
 .show that the mapping q ¬ z , q g D , is a representation of res p inq 1 G
 : w HxR s z ¬ q g D and that R is a factor group of T. Clearly R p s1 q 1 1
 :  . w HxR , z . Since we are in case 2 , R must be of index 2 in R p . Hence1 p 1
Hw x  :R ( T , R p ( R = z , and the result follows.1 1 p
Let c be the unique nontrivial element in the commutator subgroup ofp
w Hx  : w HxR p . Then c / z and z , c is the center of R p . Under thep p p p
homomorphism c of R onto G both z and c map onto g . So we havep p p
the following.
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LEMMA 5.2. Let p and q be distinct collinear points of G. Then the only
possible equality among the elements z , z , c , c , z c , and z c isp q p q p p q q
z c s z c .p p q q
We are going to show that the equality in the above lemma in fact holds
 :for every pair of points. This will immediately imply that L s z c isp p
contained in the center of R. Moreover, RrL is the largest representation
 .  .group of G J which corresponds to case 1 . We start with a preliminary4
result.
 .LEMMA 5.3. Let V , V be GF 2 -¨ector spaces. Let H be a group1 2
 . a agenerated by in¨olutions h a, x , one for e¨ery a g V and x g V , subject1 2
to the following relations:
 .  .  .  . a ai h a, x h b, x h a q b, x s 1 for a, b g V , a / b, and x g V ;1 2
 .  .  .  . a aii h a, x h a, y h a, x q y s 1 for a g V and x, y g V , x / y.1 2
Then H is an abelian group naturally isomorphic to the tensor product
V m V .1 2
Proof. That H is abelian follows from the following sequence of
equalities implied by the defining relations we may assume that a / b
.and x / y :
h a, x h b , y s h a q b , x h b , x h b , y s h a q b , x h b , x q y .  .  .  .  .  .  .
s h a q b , y h a q b , x q y h b , x q y .  .  .
s h b , y h a, y h a, x q y s h b , y h a, x . .  .  .  .  .
Now the result follows from the definition of tensor product.
 . HWe also need some information on the action of G p on p .
 4 X  X X4LEMMA 5.4. Let l s p, q, r and l s p, q , r be distinct lines of G
X  .  .containing p. We can ¨iew l and l as points of Y s res p ( G 3M andG 22
also as ¨ertices of the collinearity graph G of Y . Then
 .  .  . Xi the orbit of G p l G q containing q is uniquely determined by
j .  .  . Xthe orbit G l of G p l G l containing l ;i
 .  4 X  4ii either e¨ery point from l_ p is collinear to e¨ery point from l _ p
or none of these points are collinear;
 . w x X 2 .Xiii z , z / 1 if and only if l g G l .p q 3
 .  .   ..Proof. Let H l be the pointwise stabilizer of l in K p s O G p2
 .  .  :  .  .and H l s H l r g . Then H l is a hyperplane in K p ( W . Wep 2
 .  X. X  4 1 .claim that H l / H l if l / l . In fact, l j G l is the only nontrivial4
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 .  .  .equivalence relation on G preserved by G p . Suppose that H l s H l1
1 .  4  .  .   .s H l for l , l s G l . Then H l is stable under D s O G p r2 1 2 4 3
 ..  .K p , but K p is self-dual and D acts on it fixed-point freely. So we
 .  .  .have i and hence ii . Finally it is easy to deduce iii from the proof of
Lemma 4.3.
H  4Let l be the set of points collinear to every point on l s p, q, r . We
w Hx  .are going to analyse the subgroup R l . Let C l be the set of points
 .which are in a common plane with l. In other terms C l consists of the
 4 1 .  . H Hpoints on the lines from l j G l . Clearly, C l : l , but l is in fact1
larger.
 4 1 .  .LEMMA 5.5. Let l , l s G l and let A l be the set of points on the1 2 4
lines l j l j l . Then1 2
 .  .i the points in A l are pairwise collinear;
 . w  .x 3ii R A l is elementary abelian of order 2 .
 .  .  .Proof. The set A l is contained in a G M -subgeometry and i24
w  .xfollows from Lemma 3.6. In addition, by Lemma 3.7 we have R A l (
w  .x  4 w  .xG A l . Since l, l , l is an orbit of D on G, G A l is the subgroup I1 2
 .introduced in the proof of Lemma 4.4, and ii follows.
 w  .x. 3q12   ..Notice that N G A l ( 2 ? S = L 2 .G 5 3
 . H w HxBy Lemma 5.5, A l is contained in l . On the other hand R l F
w Hx w Hx w HxR p l R q . Because of the structure of R p and since c / c ,p q
w Hx 8 R l is abelian of order at most 2 . Hence by the order reason compare
. H  .  .  .Fig. 1 l cannot be larger than C l j A l and by Lemma 5.4 ii we have
the following result.
LEMMA 5.6. In the notation of Lemma 5.4 the points q and qX are
X 1 . 1 .collinear if and only if l g G l j G l .1 4
 .   ..Now Fig. 1 and the structure of G 3M or even of G M imply the22 22
following lemma.
LEMMA 5.7. Let K be a maximal set of pairwise collinear points in G and
 .  .  .assume without loss of generality that l : K. Then either a K : C c ,
< <K s 15, and K consists of all the points incident to an element of type 4 in G
 .  .or b K s A l .
w  .x w  .xLEMMA 5.8. R C l does not contain R A l .
 .  .  4Proof. Let M [ G p l G l be the stabilizer of the flag p, l and M
 4.  .be the action induced by M on res p, l ( H P , where M ( S . It isG 5
w  .x w  .x w  .xclear that M normalizes both R A l and R C l . By Lemma 4.2 R C l
 . w  .x w xis seven-dimensional and Q l [ R C l rR l is a five-dimensional rep-5
 . w  .x w xresentation module of H P . By Lemma 5.5, R A l rR l is one-dimen-
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w  .x w  .x w  .xsional. Suppose that R A l F R C l . Then R A l maps onto the
 .  . w  .xunique one-dimensional M-submodule in Q l , and Q l [ R C l r5 4
w  .x  .R A l is a four-dimensional irreducible representation module of H P .
 .The nonzero elements of Q l can naturally be identified with the planes4
 4 1 . w  .  .containing l. Let l , l s G l . Let Q s R C l j C l j1 2 4 1
 .x w  .x  .C l rR A l . Then Q is generated by the elements from Q l and their2 4
  .  ..  .aimages under D s O G p rK p . Moreover, if p g Q l , then T [3 4
 d :  .p ¬ d g D is a two-dimensional GF 2 -vector space. So the generators
 .  .a aof Q are indexed by the pairs a, x for a g Q l , x g T , and the4
 .  .relations in i and ii of Lemma 5.3 hold. Hence Q is elementary abelian
8  .of order 2 isomorphic to the tensor product Q l m T. By Lemma 5.5,4
w  .xa   .4 w  .x R A l s z ¬ x g A l , in particular R A l does not contain c cf.x p
. w HxLemma 5.2 . This means that the full preimage of Q in R p is abelian
11 H 1q12w xof order 2 , which is impossible since R p ( 2 = Z .q 2
w Hx 8By Lemma 5.8, R l has order 2 and hence it is a maximal abelian
w Hx w Hxsubgroup in R p . In particular R l contains c . Let us locate thep
 . w Hx w  .x w  .x w ximage of c in Q l s R l rR A l ( R C l rR l . Since c is fixed byp 5 p
the pointwise stabilizer of l, c maps into the unique one-dimensionalp
 .S -submodule in Q l . By the obvious symmetry the same must be true for5 5
the elements c and c and we have the following.q r
 .LEMMA 5.9. The elements z and c for x g A l generate an elementaryx x
abelian subgroup of order 24.
w xU   .: w xULet R l s z , c ¬ x g A l . Then R l is elementary abelian ofx x
4 w xUorder 2 by the above lemma. Obviously R l contains the products z cx x
 . w xUfor x g A l . By Lemma 5.2 there is only one nontrivial element in R l
which is neither z nor c , so the products z c are pairwise equal. Usingx x x x
the connectivity of G we finally obtain the following.
LEMMA 5.10. The element z c is independent of the choice of p.p p
 :Thus L s z c is in the center of R and we can consider the factorp p
group RrL which is still a representation group of G and corresponds to
 .case 1 . From now on we will assume that either the universal representa-
 .tion group R corresponds to case 1 or we have already factorized out L
and keep the same letter R for the quotient.
6. A HALF OF THE POINT STABILIZER
w Hx w Hx 1q12From now on we assume that R p ( G p ( 2 . Let J denoteq p
the set of points of G with distance at most 2 from p in the collinearity
 .  .  .graph of G, such that g g G p for r g J . Since G p s C g , ther p G p
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w xlatter condition is equivalent to g , g s 1 for r g J . Our main goal isp r p
w x  .  .  .  .  .to show that R J ( G p . Recall that G p s K p ? A p , where K pp
  .. w Hx  .  .  .s O G p s G p ; A p s G p rK p ( 3 ? Aut M . As above D2 22
  ..  .denotes a Sylow 3-subgroup in O G p and also its image in A p2, 3
  ..which is equal to O A p .3
 .Let S be a G M -subgeometry in G containing p, let S be the point24
set of S , and let S ( 211 ? M be the stabilizer of S in G. Clearly24
 . w xS : J . By Lemma 3.7 and Proposition 3.1 iii in IS3 we have thep
following result.
Ã Ãw x w x w  .x w xLEMMA 6.1. Let R S s R S rR S p . Then R S is four-dimensional1
 . 11  6 . 1q12 4and S p ( 2 . 2 .3 ? S ( 2 .3.2 .S acts transiti¨ ely on its nonzero6 q 6
  ..elements with O S p being the kernel.2, 3
 i  .:One can see from the above lemma that, for i s 1 and 2, g ¬ r g S pr 2
Ãw xmaps onto G S . Also one can notice that D acts fixed-point freely on
1 . 2 . 1 . 2 .S p but not on S p . This implies that S p and S p are in2 2 2 2
 .different orbits of G p .
2 .  .LEMMA 6.2. Let r g S p , C s C g , and let g be the image of gÃ2 G p. r r r
 .in A p . Then
 . < < 17 2 <  . < 9i C s 2 ? 3 , C l K p s 2 ;
 .  .ii S is the unique G M -subgeometry containing p and r ;24
 .  .  .Xiii C contains a conjugate of D and g g A p .Ãr
 .  .  .  .iv CK p rK p contains a Sylow 2-subgroup of A p .
w x  .  .Proof. By Proposition 1 in Jan if t is an involution in G p _ K p
<  . < 17 2 <  . < 17 2with C t G 2 ? 3 , then C t s 2 ? 3 , all such involutions areG p. G p.
 . <  . < 9conjugate in G p , and C t s 2 . On the other hand a directK  p.
<  . < 17 2  .calculation shows that C g s 2 ? 3 , so we have i . By the para-S p. r
 .  .  .graph above the lemma C g s G p l G r acts transitively on theG p. r
 .  .  .G M -subgeometries containing p and r, and hence i implies ii . Now24
 .  .  .it is easy to deduce iii and iv from the order of A p and the orders of
w xinvolution centralizers in 3 ? Aut M Atlas .22
2 .Let r g S p , and let C be the set of points contained in S and2
collinear to both p and r. Let F be the set of lines which contain p and
points from C. By Lemma 5.4 the points from C are on pairwise different
< < < <  .lines passing through p and hence C s F s 9 compare Fig. 3 .
 .LEMMA 6.3. The set F, considered as a set of points of res p (G
 .  .G 3M , is the full preimage of a line of G M under the co¨ering j :22 22
 .  .G 3M ª G M .22 22
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 .  .  .Proof. Let C s G p l G r . By Lemma 6.2 iii , C contains D and
hence F is the full preimage under j of a three-element subset of points
 .  .  .  .of G M . By Lemma 6.2 iv , CK p rDK p contains a Sylow 2-subgroup22
 .of A p rD ( Aut M . It is easy to see from Fig. 2 that if a triple of22
 .points of G M is stabilized by a Sylow 2-subgroup of Aut M then this22 22
triple is line. So the result follows.
2 . w HxLEMMA 6.4. Let r g S p . Then z normalizes R p .2 r
Proof. As above let C be the set of points collinear to both p and r.
Let C be the set of points which are collinear to p and to at least one1
 : w xpoint from C. Put R s z ¬ q g C j C . If t g C then z , z s 1. Let1 q 1 r t
w HxXq g C and suppose that q is collinear to a point t g C. Since R t s1
 : zr  :z , we have z F z , z and z normalizes R . We are going to showt q q t r 1
w Hxthat R s R p . The element z is obviously in R , so it is sufficient to1 p 1
H : w x  :show that R s R r z equals R p r z ( W . Clearly, R is stable1 1 p p 2 1
 .  .under CK p rK p . Let L be a Sylow 2-subgroup of the latter group,
 . w xwhich is also a Sylow 2-subgroup of A p . By Proposition 1 in Jan , the
 .one-dimensional subspaces in W representing the points of G 3M form2 22
 . athe only orbit of odd length of A p on W . By this and Fig. 1 we2
immediately conclude that L stabilizes a unique one-dimensional subspace
 .on W , say x, which is a point of G 3M . Clearly x g F. Since W is2 22 2
self-dual, L stabilizes a unique hyperplane, namely, the hyperplane H dual
 .  .to x. By Lemma 5.4 iii we see that a point y of G M is in H if and22
2 .only if y f G x . Suppose that R / W . Then, being L-invariant, R is3 1 2 1
1 .contained in H. By Lemma 6.3, F intersects G x , and one can see from3
1 . 2 .Fig. 1 that every point from G x is adjacent to a point from G x . This3 3
means that R contains vector outside H and the result follows.1
21 22  .Let J and J be the sets of images under G p of the points fromp p
1 . 2 . i H 21 22 S p and S p , respectively, and let J s p jJ j J the super-2 2 p p p
.script ``i'' stands for ``inner'' . By Lemma 6.1, the remark after that lemma,
and Lemma 6.4, we have the following.
w i x w H 21 x w Hx w i xLEMMA 6.5. R J s R p jJ and R p is normal in R J .p p p
Ã i i H Ã i Ã iw x w x w x w xLet R J s R J rR p and let J be the set of images in R J ofp p p p
the elements z for r g Ji _ pH .r p
Ã iLEMMA 6.6. The set J has size 1155 and it is naturally indexed by thep
 .Xin¨olutions from A p ( 3 ? M .22
Ã Ã iw xProof. By Lemma 6.1, R S contains 15 elements from J . There arep
 .  .exactly 77 G M -subgeometries containing p and by Lemma 6.2 ii every24
21 Ã iw xr g J is in a unique such subgeometry hence J divides 15 ? 77 s 1155.p p
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Ã i .Since the latter number is odd, K p fixed J elementwise and this setp
 214 w 21maps bijectively onto the set of images of g ¬ r g J in G J jr p p
H Hx w x  .p rG p . Now the result follows from Lemma 6.2 iii .
Ã iw xWe are going to show that R J is a representation group of thep
geometry H whose points are the involutions of 3 ? M , whose lines arep 22
the Klein four-subgroups of 3 ? M , and the incidence is by inclusion.22
Ã iw xAfter that we apply Lemma 2.5 to get the isomorphism R J ( 3 ? M .p 22
Ã iw xBy Lemma 6.6, R J contains a generating set of involutions indexedp
by the points of H , and all we have to show is that the generatorsp
corresponding to the nontrivial elements of a Klein 4-subgroups, product
to the identity element. We will use the following standard fact about
 .3 ? M or rather about M which is easy to deduce from the information22 22
w xcontained in Atlas .
LEMMA 6.7. The group M ( 3 ? M contains two conjugacy classes of22
elementary abelian subgroups of order 24 with representati¨ es T and T .1 2
Moreo¨er,
 .  .  .i T s O X , where X is the stabilizer in M of a G 3S -sub-1 2 1 1 6
 .geometry in G 3M ;22
 .  .ii T s O X , where X is the stabilizer in M of a point of2 2 2 2
 .G 3M ;22
 .iii e¨ery Klein 4-subgroup of M is contained either in a conjugate of T1
or in a conjugate of T or in both.2
Ã iw xIn view of the above lemma, in order to prove that R J is a represen-p
tation group of H it is sufficient to show that for j s 1 and 2 the elementsp
Ã i Ã iw xfrom J corresponding to the nontrivial elements of T generate in R Jp j p
a subgroup isomorphic to T that is elementary abelian of order 24. Forj
j s 1 the desired property comes from Lemma 6.1 and hence we only have
to consider the case j s 2. Let q be a point collinear to p. Let us consider
i H Ã iw x w xthe subgroup R J l q and its image I in R J . The isomorphism typep p
w Hx  :of I can be calculated in the module W s R q r z . In fact, since two2 q
 .  .  .distinct points x and y of res q ( G 3M are in a common G 3S -G 22 6
1 .subgeometry if and only if y g G x for 1 F i F 4, we have I (i
w 4 1 .x w H 1 .xW D G x rW x jG x . Hence I is elementary abelian of order2 is1 i 2 4
24 by Lemma 3.5, and clearly it corresponds to a conjugate of T .2
w i xThus R J is indeed a representation group of the involution geometryp
 .H of 3 ? M . By Pasechnik's result Lemma 2.5 H is isomorphic top 22 p
Ã i X Ã iw x  . w x3 ? M . Since R J maps onto A p ( 3 ? M , we conclude that R J22 p 22 p
 .X( A p . Hence we have reconstructed in R a half of the stabilizer of p
in G.
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w i x  .  .X 1q12PROPOSITION 6.8. R J ( K p ? A p ( 2 .3 ? M .p q 22
7. COMPLETING THE PROOF
We follow the notation introduced in the preceding sections; in particu-
 4lar, q is a point collinear to p, and l s q, p, r is the line containing q and
X  X X4p. Let l s q, p , r be a line containing q and distinct from l. Let G be
 .the collinearity graph of res q with the distribution diagram given onG
 . w x  w x .X XFig. 1. Then, by Lemma 5.4 iii , z , z s 1 equivalently, g , g s 1p p p p
X 2 . X H X 1 . 1 .unless l g G l . By Lemma 5.6, p g p if and only if l g G l j G l .3 1 4
Comparing the notation introduced before Lemma 6.2 and Lemma 3.6, it
X 21 X 1 . X 22 X 1 .is easy to see that p g J if l g G l and p g J if l g G l .p 2 p 3
X 2 . o  . XSuppose that l g G l and let J ``o'' for ``outer'' denote the orbit of p2 p
 .under G p .
 .  .LEMMA 7.1. Let I s G p l G q . Then
 .  . <  . < 17i IrO I ( S and O I s 2 ;2 5 2
 .  .   .  ..   .  ..ii O I s K p l G q . K q l G p ;2
 .  .  .  .   .  ..  .  ..iii O I K p rK p s O G p l G l K p rK p ;2 2
 .  . oiv the orbits of K p on J are all of length 64.p
 4Proof. It is clear that I induces on the residue of p, l in G the full
automorphism group of the residue, isomorphic to S . This and the order5
 .  . 13  .  .reason give i . Since K p is extraspecial of order 2 , K p l G q has
12 <  .  . < 7  .order 2 . Since in addition we have K p l K q s 2 , ii follows. Since
  .  ..  .  . 5  .G p l G l K p rK p ( 2 .S we have iii by the order reason. Fi-5
 . nally, it is a standard fact about the geometry G 3M or rather about22
 ..   .  ..  .  ..G M that O G p l G l K p rK p has 10 orbits of length 16 on22 2
2 .  .  .G l and iv follows from Lemmas 5.4 i and 5.6.2
 .Let E be a plane in G that is an element of type 3 . Since G is a3
Petersen type geometry of rank 4, there are exactly two elements of type 4
 X .  .denote them by E and E which contain E . The stabilizer G E of E4 4 3 4 4
 .in G induces the natural action of L 2 on the 15 points in E . This4 4
means that the pointwise stabilizer of E in G acts transitively on E _ E3 4 3
and induces on this set an elementary abelian group of order 23. Moreover
 .  .  .G E l G E induces on the latter group an irreducible action of L 2 .3 4 3
We claim that the pointwise stabilizer L of E in G acts transitively on4
EX _ E . In fact, otherwise it would fix EX pointwise. By flag-transitivity and4 3 4
strong connectedness that would mean L s 1, which is impossible by the
order reason. So we have the following result.
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 .  .LEMMA 7.2. The subgroup G E l G E acts transiti¨ ely on the set of4 3
 . X  .ordered pairs u, ¨ with u g E _ E and ¨ g E _ E . If u, ¨ is such a4 3 4 3
 .  .  .pair, then G u l G ¨ contains a section isomorphic to L 2 .3
Assume without loss of generality that p g E _ E and let s g EX _ E .4 3 4 3
LEMMA 7.3. In the abo¨e notation the following assertions hold:
 . < H H <i s lp G 7;
 . oii s g J ;p
 .   .  ..  .  .  .iii G p l G s K p rK p s C g , where g is the image ofÃ ÃA p. s s
 .  .  .g in A p s G p rK p .s
Proof. It is clear that p and s are at distance at most 2 in the
collinearity graph of G. Suppose that p and s are collinear. Then, by
Lemma 7.2, E j EX is a set of 23 pairwise collinear points, which is4 4
impossible by Lemma 5.7. Hence p and s are at distance 2. Since every
 .point in E is incident both p and s, we have i . This and Lemma 2.43
w x  .implies that z , z s 1. By Lemma 7.2, C g contains a sectionÃp s A p. s
 .  w x.  .isomorphic to L 2 . It is well known compare Atlas that A p ( 3 ?3
Aut M has a single conjugacy class C of involutions with this property.22
< <  .  .X  . 4  .Moreover, C s 990, C : A p _ A p , and C c ( 2 .L 2 for c gA p. 3
 .X i  .  .C. Since g g A p for r g J , ii follows. Finally by i we haveÃr p
o H 2< <  4J F p _ p ? 2 ? G l r7 s 63,630 s 990 ? 64. .p 2
 . oBy Lemma 7.1 iv there are at most 990 different images g for s g J .Ãs p
 .Since this bound is exactly the size of C , iii follows.
o w i xLEMMA 7.4. Let s g J . Then z normalizes R J .p s p
w i xProof. Let Q denote the largest subgroup in R J normalized by z .s p s
w i x w i x  .  .XBy Proposition 6.8, R J ( G J ( K p ? A p and hence we canp p
X .consider the image Q of Q in A p rD ( M under the obviouss s 22
 .  .homomorphism. Then, by Lemma 7.3 iii , Q is normalized by C s [s
 .  .XXC g DrD and the latter is a maximal subgroup in A p rD iso-ÃA p. r D s
3  .  .morphic to 2 .L 2 by Lemma 7.3 iii . Hence Q is one of the following3 s
 .  .   ..  .  .  .four subgroups: a the identity; b O C s ; c C s ; d the whole of2
X .A p rD. It is clear that the isomorphism type of Q is independent of thes
o  .  .particular choice of s g J . This means that in cases b and c ifp
os, t g J and Q s Q then g D s g D. One can see on Fig. 1 that everyÃ Ãp s t s t
2 . 1 .  .vertex from G l is adjacent to a vertex from G l . So, by Lemma 5.4 i , s2 2
is collinear to a point from J21. This means that z commutes with anp s
i Hw x w xelement from R J _ R p ; in particular, Q is nontrivial and the possi-p s
 . 21bility a is excluded. Let u be a point in J collinear to s and letp
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 4m s s, u, t be the line containing s and u. Since G is a representation
group of G, we have g g g s 1. Since g commutes with g and g , thiss u t p s u
 .Xmeans that g commutes with g as well. In addition g g A p whileÃp t u
 .  .X  .  .X og g A p _ A p . Hence g g A p _ A p and t g J . Finally, since gÃ Ã Ãs t p u
is not contained in D, we have g D / g D. On the other hand u g JiÃ Ãs t p
w i xand hence z normalizes the whole R J , so the equality z s z zu p t s u
implies the equality Q s Q . By the above remark this excludes possibili-s t
X X .  .  .  .ties b and c . So Q s A p rD. Since A p does not split over D,s
w Hx w i x  . w HxQ R p s R J . It is easy to see from Lemma 7.3 i that Q l R p )s p s
 :  .X w Hx  : w Hxz . Since A p acts irreducibly on R p r z , we have Q G R pp p s
and the result follows.
We summarise the information obtained in the proof of the above two
lemmas in the following.
o H H < <  .LEMMA 7.5. Let s g J and Q s s lp . Then Q s 7 and G s lp
 .  .G p induces on Q the natural action of L 2 . Let T be the subgroup3
generated by the elements g , where u g J21 and u is collinear to s. Thenu p
 .  .   .. 3XTK p rK p contains O C g ( 2 .Ã2 A p. s
w x  . 1q12PROPOSITION 7.6. R J ( G p ( 2 .3 ? Aut M .p q 22
w i x  .  .XProof. By Proposition 6.8 we know that R J ( K p ? A p . Letp
o w i x w i xs g J . By Lemma 7.4, R J j s contains R J with index 2 and hencep p p
w i x  . w i xit maps isomorphically onto G J j s s G p . Since G J containsp p
  ..  . w i x w i xO G p s K p .D we have R J j s s R J j t whenever s and t2, 3 p p
 . oare from the same orbit of K p .D on J . As we have observed in thep
proof of Lemma 7.4, there are points s, t in Jo with g D / g D such thatÃ Ãp s t
w i x w i x  .  .R J j s s F J j t . Since C g D is maximal in A p rD, thisÃp p A p.r D s
w i ximmediately implies that R J j s is independent of the particular choicep
oof s g J and the result follows.p
Now to complete the proof of the main result of the paper we only have
 .to check the second condition in Lemma 2.1 ii , which is done in our final
lemma.
w x  .LEMMA 7.7. Let q be a point collinear to p. Then G J l J s G pp q
 .l G q .
 .  .Proof. The structure of I s G p l G q is given in Lemma 7.1. The
w Hx  .  .structure of G p and Lemma 7.1 ii imply that O I is generated by2
 H .  H .the elements g for r g p lJ j q lJ . So to complete the proofr q p
we have to show that the elements g for r g J l J generate the fullr p q
 4automorphism group S of the residue of p, l in G. To this end consider5
a point s g qH lJo. Let u g Ji l sH . Then, by Lemma 7.5, g com-p p u
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mutes with g and by the construction u is at distance at most 2 fromq
q in the collinearity graph of G. Hence u g J l J . Also by Lemmap q
  ..X7.5 the elements g taken for all u as above generate O C gÃu 2 A p. s
 .  .modulo K p . It is a standard fact about the geometry G 3M that22
  ..  .  4XO G g K p when acting on the residue of p, l in G induces aÃ2 G p. s
transposition from S .5
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